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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate physical-layer security
for a spectrum-sharing heterogeneous cellular network comprised
of a macro cell and a small cell, where a passive eavesdropper
is assumed to tap the transmissions of both the macro cell
and small cell. In the macro cell, a macro base station (MBS)
equipped with multiple distributed antennas sends its confidential
information to a macro user (MU) through an opportunistic
transmit antenna. Meanwhile, in the small cell, a small base
station (SBS) transmits to a small user (SU) over the same
spectrum used by MBS. We propose an interference-canceled
opportunistic antenna selection (IC-OAS) scheme to enhance
physical-layer security for the heterogeneous network. To be
specific, when MBS sends its confidential message to MU through
an opportunistic distributed antenna, a special signal is artificially
designed and emitted at MBS to ensure that the received
interference at MU from SBS is canceled out. For comparison, the
conventional interference-limited opportunistic antenna selection
(IL-OAS) is considered as a benchmark. We characterize the
security-reliability tradeoff (SRT) for the proposed IC-OAS and
conventional IL-OAS schemes in terms of deriving their closed-
form expressions of intercept probability and outage probability.
Numerical results show that compared with the conventional IL-
OAS, the proposed IC-OAS scheme not only brings SRT benefits
to the macro cell, but also has the potential of improving the SRT
of small cell by increasing the number of distributed antennas.
Additionally, by jointly taking into account the macro cell and
small cell, an overall SRT of the proposed IC-OAS scheme is
shown to be significantly better than that of the conventional
IL-OAS approach in terms of a sum intercept probability versus
sum outage probability.
Index Terms—Physical-layer security, distributed antenna sys-
tems, heterogeneous cellular network, opportunistic antenna
selection, security-reliability tradeoff.
I. INTRODUCTION
IN order to address an explosive increase in data trafficgenerated by various wireless devices (e.g., smart phones,
tablets and laptops) [1], [2], heterogeneous networks (HetNets)
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are emerging as an effective paradigm to enhance the system
capacity and coverage for guaranteeing the quality-of-service
(QoS) of subscribers [3]-[6]. HetNets are usually composed
of various macro cells, small cells (e.g., pico cells and femto
cells), and relay stations, where low-power small cells (ranging
from 250mW to 2W) are underlaid in higher-power macro
cells (5W-40W) [4]. Typically, macro base stations (MBSs)
and small base stations (SBSs) are permitted to simultaneously
transmit their respective confidential messages over the same
spectrum band. As a result, the spectral efficiency can be
significantly improved along with an increased network ca-
pacity [7], [8]. However, mutual interference may exist among
the macro cells and small cells, as the same spectrum band
is simultaneously accessed in an underlay manner. In order
to alleviate the mutual interference problem, an interference-
aware muting scheme was proposed in [9] to reduce the
interference level below a tolerable threshold. In [10], the
authors proposed an interference cancelation scheme at MBS
to cancel out the cross-tier interference received at a small-
cell subscriber and derived a closed-form outage probability
expression of HetNets. In [11]-[13], the authors explored in-
terference management for the sake of improving the network
coverage of HetNets.
However, due to the broadcast nature of wireless commu-
nications [14] and the open system architecture of HetNets
[15], confidential messages transmitted to legitimate users are
extremely vulnerable to eavesdropping attacks. Thus, it is
of importance to investigate the transmission confidentiality
of HetNets against eavesdropping. Traditionally, key-based
cryptographic methods were employed to guarantee the con-
fidentiality of wireless transmissions. However, with the fast
development of computing technology, the eavesdropper may
have a sufficiently high computing power to crack the secret
key. Since the first physical-layer security work carried out
by Wyner in [16], where the secrecy capacity was given as
the difference between the capacity of main channel and that
of wiretap channel, an increasing research attention has been
paid to this research field, which is considered as a promising
means of achieving a perfect secrecy against eavesdropping.
During the past decades, cooperative relay [17]-[19], beam-
forming [20]-[22], and multiuser scheduling [23]-[25] were
proposed to strengthen the physical-layer security for different
wireless network scenarios. Moreover, distributed multiple-
input multiple-output (MIMO) systems were also investigated
from the physical-layer security perspective in [26] and [27].
To the best of our knowledge, most of existing research
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efforts have been focused on the network coverage [28],
[29], energy efficiency [30], [31], and spectral efficiency [32],
[33] of HetNets. Besides, there also exits some research
work on physical-layer security for spectrum-sharing HetNets
[34]-[36]. Typically, cognitive radio (CR) networks can be
envisioned as one type of spectrum-sharing HetNets. In CR
systems, an unlicensed secondary user is allowed to access the
licensed spectrum that is not used by a primary user, where
the primary user has a higher priority than the secondary user
in accessing the spectrum. Moreover, the primary user and
secondary user belong to two different networks, which are
typically separated and independent from each other. In [18]
and [37], the authors investigated physical-layer security of
secondary transmissions without affecting the QoS of primary
transmissions for CR networks. In [38], the authors studied
the secrecy-optimized resource allocation for device-to-device
communication systems. In [39], a secrecy coverage prob-
ability was derived in downlink MIMO multi-hop HetNets.
It is noted that mutual interference between the macro cells
and small cells is critical in underlay HetNets, which was
intelligently exploited in [1] to defend against eavesdropping
for spectrum-sharing HetNets. In [1], an interference-canceled
underlay spectrum sharing (IC-USS) scheme was proposed for
canceling out the interference received at a macro user (MU)
while interfering with an unintended eavesdropper.
Differing from the system model with a single antenna
as studied in [1], we consider multiple distributed antennas
available in the macro cell of heterogeneous cellular networks
to guarantee the QoS of far-off subscribers [40], [41]. Both
MBS and SBS are connected to a core network via fiber cables,
e.g., a mobile switch center (MSC) in the global system for
mobile communication (GSM) and a mobility management
entity (MME) in the long term evolution (LTE) [1], which
ensures the real-time interaction between MBS and SBS. The
main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
First, combining the interference cancelation of [1] and oppor-
tunistic antenna selection (OAS) techniques, we propose an
interference-canceled OAS (IC-OAS) scheme for the sake of
improving the security-reliability tradeoff (SRT) performance
of heterogeneous cellular networks. The proposed IC-OAS is
different from the zero-forcing beamforming of [42], where
multiple transmit antennas are employed to emit a source sig-
nal simultaneously with a beamforming vector, which requires
complex symbol-level synchronization between the multiple
antennas for avoiding severe inter-symbol interference. By
contrast, in our IC-OAS scheme, only a single distributed
antenna is chosen to transmit the source signal, which reduces
the complexity of distributed antenna synchronization. Second,
we derive closed-form expressions of intercept probability
and outage probability for the proposed IC-OAS as well
as conventional interference-limited OAS (IL-OAS) schemes.
Numerical results show that the proposed IC-OAS scheme is
capable of improving the SRTs of both the macro cell and
small cell, as compared to the conventional IL-OAS approach.
Additionally, a normalized sum of intercept probability and
outage probability (denoted IOP for short) of both the macro
cell and small cell versus a ratio of the transmit power of
SBS to that of MBS, referred to as the small-to-macro ratio
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Fig. 1. A heterogeneous cellular network comprised of a macro cell and a
small cell in the presence of an eavesdropper.
(SMR), is evaluated for the IL-OAS and IC-OAS schemes. It
is demonstrated that the normalized sum IOP of our IC-OAS
scheme can be further optimized with regard to the SMR and
the optimized sum IOP of proposed IC-OAS is much better
than that of conventional IL-OAS.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we present the system model of a spectrum-
sharing heterogeneous cellular network and propose the IC-
OAS scheme. For comparison purposes, the conventional IL-
OAS scheme is also presented. In Section III, we characterize
the SRT for both IC-OAS and IL-OAS in terms of deriving
their closed-form expressions of intercept probability and out-
age probability. Next, numerical SRT results and discussions
are provided in Section IV. Finally, some concluding remarks
are given in Section V.
II. SPECTRUM-SHARING HETEROGENEOUS CELLULAR
NETWORKS
In this section, we first present the system model of a
heterogeneous cellular network, where a macro cell coexists
with a small cell and an eavesdropper is assumed to tap
legitimate transmissions of both the macro cell and small cell.
Next, an underlay spectrum sharing (USS) mechanism [1] is
considered for the heterogeneous cellular network.
A. System Model
Fig. 1 shows a heterogeneous cellular network composed
of a macro cell and a small cell. Differing from the separated
independent primary and secondary networks in CR systems,
the macro cell and small cell are coordinated via the core
network in heterogeneous cellular networks, through which
the reliable information exchange can be achieved between
MBS and SBS. This guarantees that a specially-designed
signal becomes possible at MBS, since the design of such
a special signal requires the reliable exchange of some system
information between MBS and SBS [1], e.g., the channel
state information (CSI), transmit power, and so on. Moreover,
although only a single small cell is taken into account in this
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paper, a possible extension can be considered for a large-scale
heterogeneous network consisting of massive small cells with
the help of stochastic geometry [42] and user scheduling [45].
Additionally, if more than one SBS is available, the given
spectrum may be divided into multiple orthogonal sub-bands
which are then allocated to different SBSs. In this way, only
one SBS is assigned to simultaneously access an orthogonal
sub-band with MBS for the sake of alleviating the complex
synchronization among spatially-distributed SBSs.
In the macro cell, MBS first sends its confidential message
to distributed antennas Ai (i = 1, 2, · · · , N ), where N is
the number of distributed antennas. Then, a single antenna is
opportunistically selected to transmit the confidential message
of MBS to MU. Meanwhile, in the small cell, SBS transmits
its signal to a small user (SU) over the same spectrum used by
MBS. Moreover, a passive eavesdropper is assumed to tap Ai-
MU and SBS-SU transmissions. To improve the spectrum uti-
lization, we consider an USS mechanism for the heterogeneous
cellular network throughout this paper. Specifically, in the USS
mechanism, MBS and SBS are permitted to simultaneously
transmit their respective confidential messages over the same
spectrum band. However, in order to guarantee the QoS of
heterogeneous cellular networks, the transmit powers of MBS
and SBS should be controlled to limit mutual interference. For
notational convenience, let PM and PS denote the transmit
powers of MBS and SBS, respectively. Moreover, an additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) is encountered at any receiver
of Fig. 1 with a zero mean and a variance of N0.
B. Conventional IL-OAS
In this section, we present the conventional IL-OAS scheme
as a baseline, where MBS and SBS are allowed to simultane-
ously access the same spectrum band. In order to guarantee the
QoS of macro cell, the transmit power of SBS is controlled for
limiting the interference to macro cell [1]. For the macro cell,
MBS first transmits its confidential message xM (E(|xM |2 =
1) to Ai through a fiber-optic cable. Then, a single antenna
is opportunistically selected to forward its received messages
to MU at a power of PM . By contrast, in the small cell,
SBS directly transmits its message xS (E(|xS |2) = 1) to
SU over the same spectrum used by MBS at a power of PS .
The aforementioned transmission process leads to the fact that
a mixed signal of xM and xS is received at MU and SU.
For notational convenience, let A = {Ai|i = 1, 2, · · · , N}
represent the set of N distributed antennas.
For the macro cell, if a distributed antenna Ai is selected
to transmit the signal xM , the received signal at MU can be
expressed as
yILm = hAim
√
PMxM + hSm
√
PSxS + nm, (1)
where hAim =
√
d
−αAim
Aim
gAim, hSm =
√
d−αSmSm gSm, gAim
and gSm represent the small-scale fading gains of Ai-MU
and SBS-MU channels, respectively, dAim and dSm are the
distances of Ai-MU and SBS-MU transmissions, αAim and
αSm are path loss factors of the Ai-MU and SBS-MU chan-
nels, respectively, and nm is the AWGN encountered at MU.
According to Shannon’s capacity formula, we can obtain the
channel capacity of Ai-MU from (1) as
CILAim = log2(1 +
γM |hAim|2
γS |hSm|2 + 1
), (2)
where γM = PM/N0 and γS = PS/N0 are the signal-to-
noise ratios (SNRs) of MBS and SBS, respectively. Typically,
the antenna Ai with the highest instantaneous channel capacity
of CILAim is selected to assist the MBS-MU transmission. Thus,
from (2), an opportunistic antenna selection criterion is given
by
A = arg max
Ai∈A
CILAim = arg maxAi∈A
|hAim|2, (3)
which shows that the CSI hAim is used to perform the
opportunistic antenna selection. According to (3), the channel
capacity of MBS-MU is obtained as
CILMm = log2(1 + max
Ai∈A
γM |hAim|2
γS |hSm|2 + 1
)
= log2(1 +
γM |hAm|2
γS |hSm|2 + 1
),
(4)
where subscript A denotes the distributed antenna selected.
Also, for the small cell, the received signal at SU can be
similarly expressed as
yILs = hSs
√
PSxS + hAs
√
PMxM + ns, (5)
where hSs =
√
d−αSsSs gSs, hAs =
√
d−αAsAs gAs, gSs and
gAs denote the small-scale fading gains of SBS-SU and A-
SU channels, respectively, dSs and dAs are the distances of
SBS-SU and A-SU transmissions, αSs and αAs are path loss
factors of the SBS-SU and A-SU channels, respectively, and
ns is the AWGN encountered at SU. Similarly, the channel
capacity of SBS-SU is obtained from (5) as
CILSs = log2(1 +
γS |hSs|2
γM |hAs|2 + 1
). (6)
Meanwhile, the eavesdropper may overhear both the MBS-
MU and SBS-SU transmissions. As a result, the corresponding
received signal at the eavesdropper can be written as
yILe = hAe
√
PMxM + hSe
√
PSxS + ne, (7)
where hAe =
√
d−αAeAe gAe, hSe =
√
d−αSeSe gSe, gAe and
gSe represent the small-scale fading gains of A-E and SBS-E
channels, respectively, dAe and dSe are the distances of A-E
and SBS-E transmissions, αAe and αSe are path loss factors
of the A-E and SBS-E channels, respectively, and ne is the
AWGN encountered at the eavesdropper. For simplicity, we
here assume that the eavesdropper decodes xM and xS sepa-
rately without the help of successive interference cancelation.
Based on the Shannon’s capacity formula, the channel capacity
of MBS-E and that of SBS-E are given by
CILMe = log2(1 +
γM |hAe|2
γS |hSe|2 + 1
), (8)
and
CILSe = log2(1 +
γS |hSe|2
γM |hAe|2 + 1
). (9)
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C. Proposed IC-OAS
In this section, we propose an IC-OAS scheme, where MBS
and SBS are also permitted to access the same spectrum
simultaneously, leading to an existence of mutual interference
between the macro cell and small cell, as aforementioned. For
the sake of canceling out the interference received at MU from
SBS, a special signal denoted by xAi is designed and emitted
through a selected antenna Ai at MBS. When a mixed signal
of xM and xAi is transmitted at MBS, a weight coefficient
wS is utilized at SBS for transmitting its signal xS at a
power of PS . The instantaneous and average transmit powers
of xAi are represented by PAi and P¯Ai , respectively. For a
fair comparison with the IL-OAS scheme, the total average
transmit power of xM and xAi is constrained to PM at MBS.
In this sense, the transmit power of xM is given by PM−P¯Ai .
Obviously, the average transmit power of xAi should satisfy
the following inequality
0 ≤ P¯Ai ≤ PM . (10)
Considering that a distributed antenna Ai is selected to trans-
mit the mixed signal of xM and xAi , we can express the
received signal at MU as
yICm =hAim(
√
PM − P¯AixM + xAi)
+ hSm
√
PSwSxS + nm,
(11)
where hAim represents a fading coefficient of the channel from
the distributed antenna Ai to MU. For the sake of neutralizing
the interference term of (11), the following equality should be
satisfied
hAimxAi + hSm
√
PSwSxS = 0,
from which various solutions of [xAi , wS ] can be found for the
interference neutralization. Throughout this paper, a solution
of [xAi , wS ] to the preceding equation is given by
[xAi , wS ] =
1
σAim
[−|hSm|e−jθAim
√
PsxS , |hAim|e−jθSm ],
(12)
where σ2Aim = E(|hAim|2) represents the variance of the
channel from the distributed antenna Ai to MU, θAim and θSm
denote the phase of the channel from the distributed antenna
Ai to MU and that from SBS to MU, respectively. It can
be observed from (12) that the design of [xAi , wS ] requires
the knowledge of hAim, hSm, σ
2
Aim
, PS and xS at MBS
and SBS. Typically, the CSIs of hAim and hSm are usually
estimated at MU and then fed back to MBS and SBS [43]. The
statistical CSI of σ2Aim can be readily obtained by exploiting
the accumulated knowledge of instantaneous CSIs of hAim.
Moreover, the information of xS and PS may be acquired at
MBS through the core network. It is worth mentioning that
the message xS is not generated at SBS, which is typically
initiated by another user terminal of cellular networks and
sent via the core network first to SBS that then forwards to
SU through its air interface in the subsequent stage. Thus,
when the core network sends the message xS to SBS in the
first stage, the same copy of xS can be received and stored
at MBS simultaneously. This guarantees that no significant
amount of extra time delay is incurred at MBS in obtaining
xS as compared to SBS, regardless of the latency of the core
network. Additionally, a small cell is generally deployed for
various indoor scenarios with narrow coverage, where user
terminals often stay stationary or move at a very low speed
(0-3km/h) [46]. In this case, the transmission distance of SBS-
SU is normally stationary along with a quasi-static path loss
and thus the transmit power of SBS PS is stable, which can
be pre-determined before the information transmission and
sent to MBS in advance. Therefore, the information of both
xS and PS can be pre-acquired at MBS before starting the
transmission of xM and xS , implying that our interference
cancelation mechanism is nonsensitive to the time delay of
the core network. It is of particular interest to examine the
impact of channel estimation errors and feedback delay on the
SRT performance of our IC-OAS scheme, which is considered
for further work. From (12), the instantaneous and average
transmit powers of xAi are given by
[PAi , P¯Ai ] = [
|hSm|2
σ2Aim
PS ,
σ2Sm
σ2Aim
PS ], (13)
where σ2Sm and σ
2
Aim
are the means of |hSm|2 and |hAim|2,
respectively. Combining (10) and (13), we obtain
PM
PS
>
σ2Sm
σ2Aim
, (14)
which indicates that the interference received at MU from SBS
can be perfectly canceled out when the average received signal
strength from MBS is stronger than the one from SBS. It
needs to be pointed that there may exist an optimal solution of
[xAi , wS ] in terms of maximizing the secrecy performance of
MBS-MU transmissions, which is out of the scope and may be
considered for future work. Substituting (12) into (11) yields
yICm = hAim
√
PM − P¯AixM + nm, (15)
from which the capacity of the channel from a distributed
antenna Ai to MU is given by
CICAim = log2[1 + (γM −
σ2Sm
σ2Aim
γS)|hAim|2]. (16)
Typically, the distributed antenna Ai with the highest instan-
taneous channel capacity of CICAim is selected to transmit
the MBS’ signal. Thus, from (16), an opportunistic antenna
selection criterion is expressed as
A = arg max
Ai∈A
(γM − σ
2
Sm
σ2Aim
γS)|hAim|2, (17)
where the subscript ‘A’ denotes the distributed antenna
selected. Moreover, when the channel fading coefficients
|hAim|2 for different distributed antennas are considered to be
independent identically distributed (i.i.d.), the aforementioned
antenna selection criterion of (17) becomes the same as the
conventional one of (3). Hence, the channel capacity of MBS-
MU relying on the opportunistic antenna selection of (17) is
obtained as
CICMm = log2[1 + max
Ai∈A
(γM − σ
2
Sm
σ2Aim
γS)|hAim|2]. (18)
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Also, for the small cell, the received signal at SU can be
similarly written as
yICs = hSs
√
PSwSxS + hAs(
√
PM − P¯AxM + xA) + ns,
(19)
where hAs represents a fading coefficient of the channel from
the selected antenna A to SU, xA denotes the specially-
designed signal emitted at the selected antenna A and P¯A is
the average transmit power of xA. It can be observed from
(19) that although the term hAsxA contains the SBS’ signal
xS as implied from (12), it is not aligned and thus interfered
with hSs
√
PSwSxS , since the signal xA is designed to be
neutralized with the interference received at MU. Moreover, an
advanced signal processing technique e.g. selection diversity
combining (SDC) may be employed at the SU receiver by
jointly exploiting the terms hAsxA and hSs
√
PSwSxS for
decoding xS , which can be also adopted by the eavesdropper,
thus no improvement is expected for the small cell from an
SRT perspective. For simplicity, the signal xA is treated as an
interference at both the SU and eavesdropper in decoding xS .
Hence, the capacity of SBS-SU channel can be obtained from
(12) and (19) as
CICSs = log2[1 +
γS |hSs|2|hAm|2/σ2Am
(γM + γSgSm)|hAs|2 + 1
], (20)
where gSm = (|hSm|2 − σ2Sm)/σ2Am. Meanwhile, the eaves-
dropper is considered to tap both the MBS-MU and SBS-SU
transmissions. As a result, the corresponding received signal
at the eavesdropper can be written as
yICe = hAe(
√
PM − P¯AxM + xA) + hSe
√
PSwSxS + ne,
(21)
where hAe represents a fading coefficient of the channel from
the selected antenna A to the eavesdropper. Again, considering
that the eavesdropper decodes xM and xS separately without
successive interference cancelation as well as using (12) and
(13), we can obtain the channel capacity of MBS-E and that
of SBS-SU as
CICMe = log2[1 +
(γMσ
2
Am − γSσ2Sm)|hAe|2
γS(|hAe|2|hSm|2 + |hSe|2|hAm|2) + σ2Am
],
(22)
and
CICSe = log2[1 +
γS |hSe|2|hAm|2/σ2Am
(γM + γSgSm)|hAe|2 + 1
], (23)
where gSm = (|hSm|2 − σ2Sm)/σ2Am.
III. SECURITY AND RELIABILITY PERFORMANCE
ANALYSIS
In this section, we characterize the SRT of proposed IC-
OAS and conventional IL-OAS schemes in terms of deriving
their closed-form expressions of intercept probability and
outage probability over Rayleigh fading channels. Following
[44] and [47], an outage probability of legitimate transmissions
is given by
Pout = Pr(Cm < Ro), (24)
where Cm denotes the channel capacity of legitimate trans-
missions and Ro is an overall transmission rate. Moreover, an
intercept probability can be written as
Pint = Pr(Ce > Ro −Rs), (25)
where Ce represents the wiretap channel capacity and Rs is
a secrecy rate. It can be observed from (25) that when the
wiretap channel capacity Ce becomes higher than the rate
difference of Ro −Rs, a prefect secrecy is impossible and
an intercept event happens in this case.
A. Conventional IL-OAS
In this subsection, we analyze the outage probability and
intercept probability of the macro-cell and small-cell trans-
missions relying on the conventional IL-OAS scheme. From
(24), an outage probability of the MBS-MU transmission is
written as
P ILMout = Pr(C
IL
Mm < R
o
M ), (26)
where RoM is an overall data rate of MBS-MU transmission.
Substituting CILMm from (4) into (26) yields
P ILMout = Pr(max
Ai∈A
|hAim|2
γS |hSm|2 + 1
< ∆M ), (27)
where ∆M = (2
Ro
M − 1)/γM . Proceeding as in Appendix A,
we can obtain P ILMout as
P ILMout =1 +
2|A|−1∑
j=1
(−1)|A(j)| exp(−
∑
Ai∈A(j)
∆M
σ2Aim
)
× (1 +
∑
Ai∈A(j)
∆MγSσ
2
Sm
σ2Aim
)−1,
(28)
where A(j) represents the j-th non-empty subset of the
antenna set A. Similarly, by using (6) and (24), the outage
probability of SBS-SU transmission is expressed as
P ILSout = Pr(C
IL
Ss < R
o
S), (29)
where RoS is the overall data rate of SBS-SU transmission.
Substituting CILSs from (6) into (29) yields
P ILSout = Pr(
|hSs|2
γM |hAs|2 + 1
< ∆S)
=
∑
Ai∈A
Pr


|hSs|2
γM |hAis|2 + 1
< ∆S ,
max
Ak∈A−{Ai}
|hAkm|2 < |hAim|2

,
(30)
where ∆S = (2
Ro
S − 1)/γS . Since |hSs|2, |hAis|2 and
|hAim|2 are independent exponentially distributed random
variables with respective means of σ2Ss, σ
2
Ais
and σ2Aim, we
can further obtain P ILSs-out as
P ILSout =
∑
Ai∈A
P ILSout,AiP (Ai), (31)
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where the terms P ILSout,Ai and P (Ai) are given by
P ILSout,Ai = Pr(
|hSs|2
γM |hAis|2 + 1
< ∆S)
= 1− σ
2
Ss
σ2Ss + γMσ
2
Ais
∆S
exp(−∆S
σ2Ss
),
(32)
and
P (Ai) = Pr( max
Ak∈A−{Ai}
|hAkm|2 < |hAim|2)
= 1 +
2|A|−1−1∑
j=1
(−1)|B(j)|(1 + σ2Aim
∑
Ak∈B(j)
1
σ2Akm
)−1,
(33)
where B(j) represents the j-th non-empty subset of “A −
{Ai} ” and ‘−’ represents the set difference.
Moreover, combining (8) and (25), an intercept probability
of the MBS-E transmission is obtained as
P ILM int = Pr(C
IL
Me > R
o
M −RsM ), (34)
where RsM is a secrecy rate of the macro-cell transmission.
Substituting CILMe from (8) into (34) yields
P ILM int = Pr(
|hAe|2
γS |hSe|2 + 1
> ΛM )
=
∑
Ai∈A
Pr


|hAie|2
γS |hSe|2 + 1
> ΛM ,
max
Ak∈A−{Ai}
|hAkm|2 < |hAim|2

 ,
(35)
where ΛM = (2
Ro
M
−Rs
M − 1)/γM . Noting that all the random
variables |hAie|2, |hSe|2 and |hAim|2 of (35) are independent
exponentially distributed random variables with respective
means of σ2Aie, σ
2
Se and σ
2
Aim
, we can obtain P ILM int as
P ILM int =
∑
Ai∈A
P (Ai)P
IL
M int,Ai
, (36)
where P (Ai) is given by (33) and P
IL
M int,Ai
can be readily
computed as
P ILM int,Ai = Pr(
|hAie|2
γS |hSe|2 + 1
> ΛM )
=
σ2Aie
σ2Aie + ΛMγSσ
2
Se
exp(− ΛM
σ2Aie
).
(37)
Similarly, combining (9) and (25), an intercept probability
of the SBS-E transmission is given by
P ILSint = Pr(C
IL
Se > R
o
S −RsS), (38)
where RsS is a secrecy rate of the small-cell transmission.
Substituting CILSe from (9) into (38) yields
P ILSint = Pr(
|hSe|2
γM |hAe|2 + 1
> ΛS)
=
∑
Ai∈A
Pr


|hSe|2
γM |hAie|2 + 1
> ΛS ,
max
Ak∈A−{Ai}
|hAkm|2 < |hAim|2


=
∑
Ai∈A
P (Ai)P
IL
Sint,Ai
,
(39)
where P (Ai) is given by (33) and the term P
IL
Sint,Ai
is obtained
as
P ILSint,Ai = Pr(
|hSe|2
γM |hAie|2 + 1
> ΛS)
=
σ2Se
σ2Se + γMσ
2
Aie
ΛS
exp(− ΛS
σ2Se
),
(40)
wherein ΛS = (2
Ro
S
−Rs
S − 1)/γS .
B. Proposed IC-OAS
This subsection presents the outage probability and intercept
probability analysis of macro-cell and small-cell transmissions
for the proposed IC-OAS scheme. From (18) and (24), an
outage probability of the MBS-MU transmission relying on
our IC-OAS scheme is given by
P ICMout = Pr(C
IC
Mm < R
o
M ). (41)
Substituting CICMm from (18) into (41) yields
P ICMout = Pr[max
Ai∈A
σ2AimγM − σ2SmγS
σ2AimγM
|hAim|2 < ∆M ]
=
∏
Ai∈A
Pr[
σ2AimγM − σ2SmγS
σ2AimγM
|hAim|2 < ∆M )]
=
∏
Ai∈A
[1− exp(− ∆MγM
σ2AimγM − σ2SmγS
)],
(42)
where ∆M = (2
Ro
M − 1)/γM . Similarly, by using (20) and
(24), an outage probability of the SBS-SU transmission for
IC-OAS scheme is expressed as
P ICSout = Pr(C
IC
Ss < R
o
S), (43)
where RoS is an overall data rate of the SBS-SU transmission.
Substituting CICSs from (20) into (43) and denoting ∆S =
(2R
o
S − 1)/γS , we have
P ICSout = Pr[
|hSs|2|hAm|2
σ2Am
< (∆SγM +
XSm
σ2Am
)|hAs|2 +∆S ],
(44)
where XSm = (2
Ro
S −1)(|hSm|2−σ2Sm). It is very challeng-
ing to obtain an exact closed-form expression of P ICSout. Follow-
ing the existing literature on multi-antenna systems [48]-[50],
we assume that the channel fading coefficients |hAim|2 for
different distributed antennas are i.i.d. with the same mean
of σ2Am. Also, the fading coefficients of |hAis|2 are assumed
to be i.i.d. for different distributed antennas, leading to the
fact that |hAs|2 of (44) follows an exponentially distributed
random variable with a mean of σ2As, regardless of the selected
antenna Ai. Moreover, we consider an asymptotic case of
2R
o
Sσ2Sm → 0, for which the equality of XSm = 0 holds with
the probability of one, since both the mean and variance of
random variable XSm approach to zero for 2
Ro
Sσ2Sm → 0.
Hence, using (17) and considering the i.i.d. case, we can
rewrite (44) as
P ICSout = Pr(
|hSs|2 max
Ai∈A
|hAim|2
σ2Am
< ∆SγM |hAs|2 +∆S),
(45)
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for 2R
o
Sσ2Sm → 0. Letting 2R
o
Sσ2Sm → 0 and using Appendix
B, we obtain P ICSout from (45) as
P ICSout = 1−
∫ ∞
0
Nσ2Ssx
σ2Ssx+∆SγMσ
2
As
exp(− ∆S
σ2Ssx
− x)
× [1− exp(−x)]N−1dx,
(46)
where N is the number of distributed antennas. Moreover,
denoting β = γs/γM and using (B.9) of Appendix B, we can
obtain an asymptotic outage probability of P ICSout in the high
SNR region as
P ICSout = 1−
N−1∑
k=0
(−1)kN !
(k + 1)!(N − k − 1)!
× [1− ΦkSs exp(ΦkSs)Ei(ΦkSs)],
(47)
for γs →∞, wherein ΦkSs = (k+1)(2R
o
S −1)σ2As/(βσ2Ss). In
addition, combining (22) and (25), an intercept probability of
the MBS-E transmission for IC-OAS scheme is obtained as
P ICM int = Pr(C
IC
Me > R
o
M −RsM ). (48)
Substituting CICMe from (22) into (48) yields
P ICM int = Pr
(
ZSm|hAe|2 > ΛM (γS |hSe|2 |hAm|
2
σ2Am
+ 1)
)
,
(49)
where ZSm = 1 − βσ2
Am
[(2R
o
M
−Rs
M − 1)|hSm|2 + σ2Sm] and
ΛM = (2
Ro
M
−Rs
M − 1)/γM . Assuming that the fading coef-
ficients of |hAie|2 are i.i.d. exponentially distributed random
variables for different distributed antennas, we can obtain that
|hAe|2 of (49) is exponentially distributed with a mean of σ2Ae.
Thus, combining (17) and (49) yields
P ICM int = Pr
(
ZSm|hAe|2 > ΛM (γS |hSe|2X + 1)
)
, (50)
where X =
max
Ai∈A
|hAim|
2
σ2
Am
. Similarly to (45), we also con-
sider an asymptotic case of 2R
o
Mσ2Sm → 0, for which the
random variable of (2R
o
M
−Rs
M − 1)|hSm|2 approaches to
(2R
o
M
−Rs
M − 1)σ2Sm with the probability of one, leading to
ZSm = 1− βσ2
Am
σ2Sm2
Ro
M
−Rs
M . Noting that |hAe|2 and |hSe|2
are independent exponentially distributed random variables
with respective means of σ2Ae and σ
2
Se, we arrive at
P ICM int =
∫ ∞
0
ΩSmσ
2
Ae
ΩSmσ2Ae + ΛMγSσ
2
Sex
× exp(− ΛM
ΩSmσ2Ae
)pX(x)dx,
(51)
where ΩSm = 1− βσ2
Am
σ2Sm2
Ro
M
−Rs
M and pX(x) is the prob-
ability density function of X as given by (B.3). Substituting
pX(x) from (B.3) and (B.7) into (51) gives
P ICM int =
N−1∑
k=0
(−1)k(N − 1)!
k!(N − k − 1)! exp(−
ΛM
ΩSmσ2Ae
)
×
∫ ∞
0
ΦkAeN
ΦkAe + (k + 1)x
exp[−(k + 1)x]dx,
(52)
where ΦkAe =
(k+1)ΩSmσ
2
Ae
(2R
o
M
−Rs
M−1)βσ2
Se
. Substituting x = (t −
ΦkAe)/(k+1) into the preceding equation and performing the
integration yield
P ICM int =
N−1∑
k=0
(−1)kN !ΦkAe
(k + 1)!(N − k − 1)!
× exp(ΦkAe −
ΛM
ΩSmσ2Ae
)Ei(ΦkAe).
(53)
Similarly, combining (23) and (25), we can obtain an intercept
probability of the SBS-E transmission as
P ICSint = Pr
(
|hSe|2|hAm|2
σ2Am
> (ΛSγM +
X
′
Sm
σ2Am
)|hAe|2 + ΛS
)
,
(54)
where ΛS = 2
Ro
S
−Rs
S − 1/γS and X ′Sm = (2R
o
S
−Rs
S −
1)(|hSm|2−σ2Sm). It is challenging to obtain a general closed-
form expression for P ICSint. Similarly, we assume that the
fading coefficients of |hAie|2 for different distributed antennas
are i.i.d. exponentially distributed, thus |hAe|2 of (54) is
exponentially distributed with a mean of σ2Ae. Moreover, we
consider an asymptotic case of 2R
o
Sσ2Sm → 0, for which an
equality of X
′
Sm = 0 holds with the probability of one. As a
consequence, combining (17) and (54) yields
P ICSint = Pr
(|hSe|2X > ΛSγM |hAe|2 + ΛS) , (55)
for 2R
o
Sσ2Sm → 0, where X =
max
Ai∈A
|hAim|
2
σ2
Am
. Noting that
|hAe|2 and |hSe|2 are independent exponentially distributed
random variables with respective means of σ2Ae and σ
2
Se, we
obtain
P ICSint =
∫ ∞
0
σ2Sex
σ2Sex+ ΛSγMσ
2
Ae
exp(− ΛS
σ2Sex
)pX(x)dx,
(56)
where pX(x) is the probability density function of X as given
by (B.3). Substituting pX(x) from (B.3) and (B.7) into (56)
and letting γS →∞, we can simplify (56) as
P ICSint =
N−1∑
k=0
(−1)kN !
k!(N − k − 1)!
∫ ∞
0
(k + 1)x
(k + 1)x+ΦkSe
× exp[−(k + 1)x]dx,
(57)
where ΦkSe = (k + 1)(2
Ro
S
−Rs
S − 1)σ2Ae/(βσ2Se). Performing
the integral of (57) yields
P ICSint =
N−1∑
k=0
(−1)kN ![1− ΦkSe exp(ΦkSe)Ei(ΦkSe)]
(k + 1)!(N − k − 1)! , (58)
where Ei(x) =
∫∞
x
1
t
exp(−t)dt is known as the exponential
integral function.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we present numerical SRT results of IL-OAS
and IC-OAS schemes in terms of their outage probability and
intercept probability for both the macro cell and small cell.
For national convenience, let β = Ps/PM denote a ratio of
the transmit power of SBS to that of MBS, called SMR for
short. In our numerical evaluation, fading variances of the
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Fig. 2. Outage probability versus intercept probability of the macro cell with
the conventional IL-OAS and proposed IC-OAS schemes with Rs
M
= Rs
S
=
1bit/s/Hz and Ro
M
= Ro
S
∈ [Rs
M
, 10] for different SNRs of γM = 65dB
and 75dB.
main channel, interference channel and wiretap channel are
given by one, i.e., E(|gAim|2) = E(|gAis|2) = E(|gAie|2) =
E(|gSs|2) = E(|gSm|2) = E(|gSe|2) = 1. The transmission
distances of dAim = dAis = dAie = dSm = dSe = 300m are
assumed, unless otherwise stated. Since a small cell typically
has a much narrower coverage than a macro cell, a distance of
dSs = 30m is used for the SBS-SU transmission. Moreover,
path loss factors of αAim = αSs = αAie = αSe = 2.5
are assumed, while αAis = αSm = 3.5 are specified for the
cross-interference channels between the macro cell and small
cell, considering that the small cell is deployed in a shadowed
area (e.g., in-building area, underground garage, etc.) of the
macro cell. Additionally, the number of distributed antennas
of N = 16, an SNR of γM = 70dB, a secrecy data rata
of RsM = R
s
S = 1bit/s/Hz, and an SMR of β = 0.1 are
assumed, unless otherwise mentioned. It is pointed out that
both theoretical and simulated SRT results are given in the
following Figs. 2-8, where the theoretical outage probabilities
and intercept probabilities of IL-OAS and IC-OAS schemes
are computed by using (28), (31), (36), (39), (42), (46), (53),
and (56), respectively, and the corresponding simulated results
are obtained through Monte-Carlo simulations. As observed
from Figs. 2-8, the theoretical and simulated results match well
in terms of the outage probability and intercept probability,
validating the correctness of our theoretical SRT analysis.
In Fig. 2, we show the outage probability versus intercept
probability of the macro cell with the conventional IL-OAS
and proposed IC-OAS schemes for different SNRs of γM =
65dB and 75dB. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that as the intercept
probability increases, outage probabilities of both the IL-OAS
and IC-OAS schemes decrease, and vice versa. In other words,
the transmission reliability can be improved at the cost of a
security degradation, meaning a tradeoff between the security
and reliability, referred to as the security-reliability tradeoff
(SRT). Fig. 2 also shows that for both cases of γM = 65dB
and 75dB, the proposed IC-OAS scheme outperforms the
conventional IL-OAS method in terms of the SRT of macro
60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
SNR (
M
)
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100
IO
P
IL-OAS w. N = 16 (Theor.)
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IL-OAS w. N = 32 (Simul.)
IC-OAS w. N = 16 (Theor.)
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IC-OAS w. N = 32 (Theor.)
IC-OAS w. N = 32 (Simul.)
Small cell
Macro cell
Fig. 3. IOP versus SNR γM of the macro cell and small cell with the IL-
OAS and IC-OAS schemes for different number of distributed antennas of
N = 16 and 32, where the IOP stands for the mean of intercept probability
and outage probability.
cell. Moreover, as the SNR γM increases from 65dB to 75dB,
the SRT performance advantage of proposed IC-OAS scheme
over conventional IL-OAS becomes more significant.
Fig. 3 shows the mean of intercept probability and outage
probability (denoted by IOP for short) versus SNR γM of
the macro cell and small cell with the IL-OAS and IC-
OAS schemes for different number of distributed antennas
of N = 16 and 32. It is noted that given an SNR of γM ,
the numerical IOP results of IL-OAS and IC-OAS schemes
are minimized for the macro cell and small cell through
adjusting overall data rates of RoM and R
o
S , respectively. One
can observe from Fig. 3 that for both cases of N = 16 and
32, the proposed IC-OAS scheme significantly outperforms
the conventional IL-OAS method in terms of the IOP of
macro cell. Moreover, as the SNR γM increases, the IOP of
conventional IL-OAS scheme gradually decreases to a floor
value, whereas the proposed IC-OAS scheme continuously
improves the IOP of macro cell without the floor effect. This
implies that the SRT performance of macro cell relying on our
IC-OAS scheme can be improved by simply increasing the
transmit power of PM . In addition, it is also seen from Fig.
3 that as the SNR increases, the IOP of small cell with IC-
OAS is initially better than that with IL-OAS, which eventually
converge toward each other in the high SNR region. Hence, as
compared to the conventional IL-OAS method, the proposed
IC-OAS scheme not only brings SRT benefits to the macro
cell, but also improves the SRT of small cell in the low SNR
region.
Fig. 4 depicts the outage probability versus intercept proba-
bility of macro cell with the IL-OAS and IC-OAS schemes for
different number of distributed antennas of N = 16 and 32. It
is shown from Fig. 4 that for both cases of N = 16 and 32,
the SRT performance of proposed IC-OAS scheme is always
better than that of conventional IL-OAS method. Moreover, as
the number of distributed antennas increases from N = 16 to
32, the SRT gap between the IL-OAS and IC-OAS schemes
enlarges, meaning more SRT improvement achieved by the
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Fig. 4. Outage probability versus intercept probability of the macro cell with
the IL-OAS and IC-OAS schemes for different number of distributed antennas
of N = 16 and 32.
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Fig. 5. IOP versus the number of distributed antennas N of the macro cell
and small cell with the IL-OAS and IC-OAS schemes for different SNRs
of γM = 65dB and 75dB, where the IOP stands for the mean of intercept
probability and outage probability.
proposed IC-OAS with an increasing number of distributed
antennas, compared with the conventional IL-OAS.
In order to further demonstrate the impact of the number of
distributed antennasN on the intercept and outage probability,
Fig. 5 shows IOPs of the macro cell and small cell versus the
number of distributed antennasN for the IL-OAS and IC-OAS
schemes. One can observe from Fig. 5 that for both cases of
γM = 65dB and 75dB, as the number of distributed antennas
increases, the IOPs of macro cell with both IL-OAS and IC-
OAS schemes are improved and the performance advantage
of IC-OAS over IL-OAS increases accordingly. Moreover, it
can be seen from Fig. 5 that the IOP of small cell for the
conventional IL-OAS method keeps unchanged and has no
improvement, as the number of distributed antennas increases.
By contrast, the proposed IC-OAS scheme can decrease the
IOP of small cell with an increasing number of distributed
antennas, which even has a better IOP performance than the
IL-OAS forN ≥ 10 in the case of γM = 65dB, as shown from
Fig. 5. As a consequence, one can conclude from Figs. 3 and
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Fig. 6. Outage probability versus intercept probability of the small cell with
the IC-OAS and IC-OAS-SDC schemes for different SNRs of γM = 60dB,
70dB, and 80dB.
5 that compared with the conventional IL-OAS, the proposed
IC-OAS scheme not only improves the SRT of macro cell, but
also enhances the SRT of small cell in the low SNR region
through increasing the number of distributed antennas.
Considering that the designed signal xAi of (12) contains
the SBS’ signal xS , we are intended to examine the SRT
of small cell for the case that the SU and eavesdropper
both leverage an additional information contained in xAi to
decode the SBS’ signal. To be specific, the SU employs the
selection diversity combining (SDC) to jointly exploit the
terms hAsxA and hSs
√
PSwSxS of (19) for decoding xS ,
where either hAsxA or hSs
√
PSwSxS is opportunistically
utilized depending on which has a higher SNR. Also, the
eavesdropper is considered to adopt a similar SDC method in
leveraging hAexA and hSe
√
PSwSxS of (21) for tapping the
SBS’ signal xS . The combination of the aforementioned SDC
process with IC-OAS is denoted by IC-OAS-SDC for short.
Fig. 6 shows the outage probability versus intercept probability
of the small cell with the IC-OAS and IC-OAS-SDC schemes
for different SNRs of γM = 60dB, 70dB, and 80dB, where
the SRT results of IC-OAS-SDC are obtained through Monte-
Carlo simulations. It is illustrated from Fig. 6 that the IC-OAS-
SDC scheme achieves the same performance as the IC-OAS
without any SRT benefits for all the case of γM = 60dB,
70dB, and 80dB. This is due to the fact that although the
SDC is employed at the SU to extract the SBS’ signal from the
designed signal xAi for improving the transmission reliability
of small cell, it can be similarly adopted by the eavesdropper
for degrading the secrecy, thus no extra SRT improvement is
expected for the small cell.
Although Figs. 2-6 demonstrate that the proposed IC-OAS
scheme is capable of improving the SRTs of both the macro
cell and small cell as compared to the conventional IL-OAS
method, they do not provide an overall SRT performance of
the heterogeneous cellular network by taking into account
the macro cell and small cell jointly. To this end, we show
a normalized sum outage probability versus sum intercept
probability of the macro cell and small cell for the IL-OAS and
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Fig. 7. Normalized sum outage probability versus normalized sum intercept
probability of the macro cell and small cell for the IL-OAS and IC-OAS
schemes with Rs
M
= Rs
S
= 1bit/s/Hz and Ro
M
= Ro
S
∈ [Rs
M
, 10]
for different independent uniformly distributed distances of dAie and dSe,
where the normalized sum outage probability is the mean of individual outage
probabilities of the macro cell and small cell and the normalized sum intercept
probability is the mean of their individual intercept probabilities.
IC-OAS schemes in Fig. 7. To be specific, the normalized sum
outage probability is defined as an average value of individual
outage probabilities of the macro cell and small cell, while
a mean of their individual intercept probabilities is consid-
ered as the normalize sum intercept probability. Since the
eavesdropper may randomly move around with an unknown
position, we here consider that the transmission distances
of Ai-E and SBS-E (i.e., dAie and dSe) are independent
uniformly distributed. As seen from Fig. 7, given a sum
intercept probability requirement, the sum outage probability
of proposed IC-OAS scheme is lower than that of IL-OAS
method and vice versa, showing an overall SRT improvement
for the heterogeneous cellular network. Moreover, as the
eavesdropper’s moving range increases from dAie = dSe ∈
[100m, 150m] to [200m, 250m], the overall SRTs of IL-OAS
and IC-OAS schemes are improved slightly. This is due to the
fact that when the eavesdropper moves away from MBS and
SBS, it has a worsened signal reception quality along with an
enhanced secrecy performance, thus an improved overall SRT
is achieved for the heterogeneous cellular network.
Fig. 8 shows the normalized sum IOP versus SMR of
the macro cell and small cell with the IL-OAS and IC-
OAS schemes for different SBS-SU transmission distances of
dSs = 20m and 30m. It needs to be pointed out that as
implied from (14), the SMR β should satisfy an inequality
of β ≤ σ2Aim/σ2Sm for completely canceling out the mutual
interference received at MU. Noting that the fading variances
of E(|gAim|2) = E(|gSm|2) = 1, the transmission distances
of dAim = dSm = 300m, the path loss factors of αAim = 2.5
and αSm = 3.5 are considered in our numerical evaluation,
we can readily obtain that the SMR should be in a range
of 0 ≤ β ≤ 300. As shown in Fig. 8, for both cases
of dSs = 20m and 30m, as the SMR increases, the sum
IOP of IL-OAS initially decreases and then remains almost
constant. This is because that with an increasing SMR, a
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Fig. 8. Normalized sum IOP versus SMR of the macro cell and small cell
with the IL-OAS and IC-OAS schemes for different SBS-SU transmission
distances of dSs = 20m and 30m, where the normalized sum IOP is the
mean of the individual IOPs of the macro cell and small cell.
higher transmit power is used at SBS, which leads to the fact
that the SRT performance of small cell gradually improves
to an SRT floor. In regard to the macro cell, as the transmit
power of SBS increases, more interference is encountered
at the eavesdropper in tapping the MBS-MU transmission
and thus the secrecy performance of macro cell is enhanced.
Meanwhile, with an increasing transmit power of SBS, MU
would also receive more interference from SBS, resulting
in an outage performance degradation. Overall speaking, in
the conventional IL-OAS approach, the secrecy improvement
would be mostly neutralized with the outage degradation for
the macro cell. Hence, by jointly considering the macro cell
and small cell, an overall SRT of the IL-OAS scheme gradually
converges in the high SMR region.
By contrast, as the SMR increases, the outage degradation
of macro cell with our IC-OAS scheme is alleviated due to the
adopted interference cancelation mechanism which neutralizes
an increased interference received at MU from SBS, leading
to an initial decrease of the sum IOP for the IC-OAS scheme.
However, it comes at the cost of MBS’ power resources, since
partial transmit power of MBS is consumed to emit a specially-
designed signal xAi for the interference cancelation. As an
extreme case, when the SMR increases to β = σ2Aim/σ
2
Sm
(i.e., Ps = PM ), all the transmit power of MBS is allocated for
emitting xAi to cancel out the interference received at MU as
implied from (13), and no transmit power is left for sending the
information-bearing signal of xM , resulting in an outage prob-
ability of one for the macro cell. It can be concluded that as
the SMR continues to increase after a sufficiently high value,
the outage degradation dominates the secrecy enhancement
for the macro cell in our IC-OAS scheme. Consequently, the
overall SRT performance of heterogeneous cellular networks
relying on our IC-OAS scheme can be further optimized with
regard to the SMR in terms of minimizing the normalized
sum IOP. Additionally, as shown from Fig. 8, for both cases
of dSs = 20m and 30m, the optimized IOP performance of
proposed IC-OAS scheme is always much better than that of
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conventional IL-OAS method.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated physical-layer security for a
heterogeneous cellular network, where a macro cell coexists
with a small cell in the face of a common passive eavesdropper.
We proposed an interference-canceled opportunistic antenna
selection (IC-OAS) scheme to enhance physical-layer security
for the aforementioned heterogeneous cellular network. Mean-
while, the conventional interference-limited OAS (IL-OAS)
approach was considered as a benchmark. Specifically, in
the proposed IC-OAS scheme, MBS transmits its confidential
message to MU with the help of an opportunistic distributed
antenna, where a special signal is artificially designed and
emitted at MBS to cancel out the interference received at
MU from SBS. An SRT analysis was carried out to evaluate
the performance of IL-OAS and IC-OAS schemes in terms
of the outage probability and intercept probability. Numerical
results illustrated that compared with the conventional IL-
OAS, the proposed IC-OAS scheme is capable of improving
SRTs of both the macro cell and small cell by employing more
distributed antennas. Moreover, by jointly taking into account
the macro cell and small cell, the proposed IC-OAS scheme
significantly outperforms the conventional IL-OAS in terms of
the normalized sum IOP. Additionally, it was shown that the
normalized sum IOP of IC-OAS can be further optimized with
regard to the SMR and the optimized sum IOP of proposed IC-
OAS scheme is much better than that of conventional IL-OAS
method.
APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF (28)
Without loss of generality, we have the following notations
Xi = |hAim|2, X = max
Ai∈A
|hAim|2 and Y = |hSm|2. Using
(27) and letting fXi(xi), fX (x) and fY (y) denote the proba-
bility density functions (PDFs) of Xi, X and Y , respectively,
we have
P ILMout = Pr(X < ∆MγSY +∆M )
=
∫ ∞
0
FX(∆MγSy +∆M )fY (y)dy,
(A.1)
where FX(x) = Pr(X < x). Since |hAim|2 and |hSm|2 are
independent exponentially distributed random variable with
respective means of σ2Aim and σ
2
Sm, fXi(xi) and fY (y) can
be given by
fXi (xi) =
1
σ2Aim
exp(− xi
σ2Aim
), (A.2)
and
fY (y) =
1
σ2Sm
exp(− y
σ2Sm
). (A.3)
Moreover, using (A.2), we can readily obtain FX(x) as
FX(x) = Pr(max
Ai∈A
|hAi |2 < x)
= 1 +
2|A|−1∑
j=1
(−1)|A(j)| exp(−
∑
Ai∈A(j)
z
σ2Aim
),
(A.4)
where A(j) represents the j-th non-empty subset of the
antenna set A. Substituting (A.3) and (A.4) into (A.1) and
performing the integration of (A.1) yields P ILSout of (28).
APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF (46) AND (47)
Denoting X = max
Ai∈A
|hAim|2/σ2Am, we can rewrite (45) as
P
IC
Sout = Pr(|hSs|2X < ∆SγM |hAs|2 +∆S). (B.1)
Since the fading coefficients |hAim|2 for different antennas
are assumed to be i.i.d. with a mean of σ2Am, we obtain the
cumulative distribution function of X as
Pr(X < x) = Pr(max
Ai∈A
|hAim|2 < σ2Amx)
= [1− exp(−x)]N ,
(B.2)
where N is the number of distributed antennas. From (B.2),
the probability density function of X is given by
pX(x) = N exp(−x)[1− exp(−x)]N−1. (B.3)
Noting that |hSs|2 and |hAs|2 are independent exponentially
distributed random variables with respective means of σ2Ss
and σ2As, we obtain an outage probability of the SBS-SU
transmission for IC-OAS scheme from (B.1) as
P
IC
Sout = 1−
∫ ∞
0
σ2Ssx
σ2Ssx+∆SγMσ
2
As
exp(− ∆S
σ2Ssx
)pX(x)dx.
(B.4)
Substituting pX(x) from (B.3) into (B.4) yields
P
IC
Sout = 1−
∫ ∞
0
Nσ2Ssx
σ2Ssx+∆SγMσ
2
As
exp(− ∆S
σ2Ssx
− x)
× [1− exp(−x)]N−1dx,
(B.5)
which is (46). Moreover, the following presents an asymptotic
outage probability analysis of the SBS-SU transmission for IC-
OAS scheme in the high SNR region as (γM , γS) → ∞, for
which ∆S = 0 holds. Denoting β = γS/γM and substituting
∆S = 0 into (B.5) yield
P
IC
Sout = 1−
∫ ∞
0
Nσ2Ssx
σ2Ssx+ (2
Ro
S − 1)σ2As/β
exp(−x)
× [1− exp(−x)]N−1dx,
(B.6)
for γS →∞. Using the binomial theorem, we have
[1− exp(−x)]N−1 =
N−1∑
k=0
(−1)k(N − 1)!
k!(N − k − 1)! exp(−kx).
(B.7)
Combining (B.6) and (B.7) gives
P
IC
Sout = 1−
N−1∑
k=0
(−1)kN !
k!(N − k − 1)!
×
∫ ∞
0
σ2Ssx exp[−(k + 1)x]
σ2Ssx+ (2
Ro
S − 1)σ2As/β
dx.
(B.8)
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Moreover, denoting ΦkSs = (k+1)(2
Ro
S − 1)σ2As/(βσ2Ss) and
substituting x = (t− ΦkSs)/(k + 1) into (B.8), we arrive at
P
IC
Sout = 1−
N−1∑
k=0
(−1)kN !
(k + 1)!(N − k − 1)!
×
∫ ∞
Φk
Ss
(1− Φ
k
Ss
t
) exp(ΦkSs − t)dt
= 1−
N−1∑
k=0
(−1)kN !
(k + 1)!(N − k − 1)!
× [1− ΦkSs exp(ΦkSs)Ei(ΦkSs)],
(B.9)
where Ei(x) =
∫∞
x
1
t
exp(−t)dt is known as the exponential
integral function.
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